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1. Purpose 

1.1. The purpose of this document is to ensure, when publishing or disclosing information 
about staff, adherence to the statutory and legal framework, including: 

 Confidentiality: NHS Code of Practice 2003 
 Data Protection Act 2018 
 Freedom of Information Act 2000 
 Environmental Information Regulations 2004 

1.2. In particular this Policy deals with the disclosure of information relating to identifiable 
staff in response to requests received under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 
(FOIA) and Environmental Information Regulations 2004 

1.3. The policy applies to all Trust staff. For the purposes of this policy “staff” and 
“employee” include temporary and agency staff. They must comply with this policy as 
a condition of their employment. A breach involving unwarranted disclosure of 
information may result in disciplinary action. 

1.4. The principles in this policy will also be applied to information held relating to Trust 
Board Members. 

1.5. Implementation of this policy will ensure that: 

 The Trust maintains an appropriate balance between openness and 
confidentiality in the management and use of information.  

 The Trust fully supports principles of corporate governance and recognises its 
public accountability, and public expectations of transparency, but equally 
places importance on the confidentiality of personal staff information. 

 Staff are given appropriate notice of the types of personal data about them 
which may be published or disclosed upon request for example in response to a 
request made under FOIA. 

 Staff are made aware of their responsibilities. 
 Disclosures of information about staff are compliant with the Data Protection 

Act 2018 (DPA), human rights and the law of confidentiality.  
 Employees’ expectations in relation to information which may be released about 

them is appropriately managed. 

1.6. The policy cannot be an exhaustive list of information which may or may not be 
disclosed but should serve as a guide. All Freedom of Information and Environmental 
Information Regulations’ requests and disclosures will be considered on a case by case 
basis. 

1.7. The policy does not apply to anonymised aggregated or other information which does 
not identify individuals. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/200146/Confidentiality_-_NHS_Code_of_Practice.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1998/29/contents
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2000/36/contents
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2004/3391/contents/made
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2. Definitions 

Personal Data 

2.1. ‘Personal data’ is defined in the DPA as information relating to a living identifiable 
individual.  

2.2. Principles relating to processing of personal data. 

Section 2 of the Data Protection Act 1998 has been replaced by Article 9 of the Data 
Protection Act 2018/GDPR. 

Article 9 – Processing of Special Categories of personal data 

1. Processing of personal data revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, 
religious or philosophical beliefs, or trade union membership, and the processing 
of genetic data, biometric data for the purpose of uniquely identifying a natural 
person, data concerning health or data concerning a natural person’s sex life or 
sexual orientation shall be prohibited. 

2. Paragraph 1 shall not apply if one of the following applies: 

a) the data subject has given explicit consent to the processing of those 
personal data for one or more specified purposes, except where Union or 
Member State law provide that the prohibition referred to in paragraph 1 
may not be lifted by the data subject. 

b) processing is necessary for the purposes of carrying out the obligations 
and exercising specific rights of the controller or of the data subject in the 
field of employment and social security and social protection law in so far 
as it is authorised by Union or Member State law or a collective agreement 
pursuant to Member State law providing for appropriate safeguards for 
the fundamental rights and the interests of the data subject. 

c) processing is necessary to protect the vital interests of the data subject or 
of another natural person where the data subject is physically or legally 
incapable of giving consent. 

d) processing is carried out in the course of its legitimate activities with 
appropriate safeguards by a foundation, association or any other not-for-
profit body with a political, philosophical, religious or trade union aim and 
on condition that the processing relates solely to the members or to 
former members of the body or to persons who have regular contact with 
it in connection with its purposes and that the personal data are not 
disclosed outside that body without the consent of the data subjects; 

e) processing relates to personal data which are manifestly made public by 
the data subject. 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1998/29/section/1
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f) processing is necessary for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal 
claims or whenever courts are acting in their judicial capacity. 

g) processing is necessary for reasons of substantial public interest, on the 
basis of Union or Member State law which shall be proportionate to the 
aim pursued, respect the essence of the right to data protection and 
provide for suitable and specific measures to safeguard the fundamental 
rights and the interests of the data subject; 

h) processing is necessary for the purposes of preventive or occupational 
medicine, for the assessment of the working capacity of the employee, 
medical diagnosis, the provision of health or social care or treatment or 
the management of health or social care systems and services on the basis 
of Union or Member State law or pursuant to contract with a health 
professional and subject to the conditions and safeguards referred to in 
paragraph 3; 

i) processing is necessary for reasons of public interest in the area of public 
health, such as protecting against serious cross-border threats to health or 
ensuring high standards of quality and safety of health care and of 
medicinal products or medical devices, on the basis of Union or Member 
State law which provides for suitable and specific measures to safeguard 
the rights and freedoms of the data subject, in particular professional 
secrecy. 

j) processing is necessary for archiving purposes in the public interest, 
scientific or historical research purposes or statistical purposes in 
accordance with Article 89(1) based on Union or Member State law which 
shall be proportionate to the aim pursued, respect the essence of the right 
to data protection and provide for suitable and specific measures to 
safeguard the fundamental rights and the interests of the data subject. 

3. Personal data referred to in paragraph 1 may be processed for the purposes 
referred to in point (h) of paragraph 2 when those data are processed by or 
under the responsibility of a professional subject to the obligation of 
professional secrecy under Union or Member State law or rules established by 
national competent bodies or by another person also subject to an obligation of 
secrecy under Union or Member State law or rules established by national 
competent bodies. 

4. Member States may maintain or introduce further conditions, including 
limitations, with regard to the processing of genetic data, biometric data or data 
concerning health. 

3. Responsibilities  

3.1. Key responsibilities for Information Governance are set out in the Trust’s Information 
Governance Policy. 

https://gdpr-info.eu/art-89-gdpr/
http://ndht.ndevon.swest.nhs.uk/policies/?p=206
http://ndht.ndevon.swest.nhs.uk/policies/?p=206
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4. Public disclosure of Information relating to Trust Staff 

4.1. The Trust will not publically disclose special categories personal data relating to staff 
without the explicit consent of the individuals concerned or, in exceptional 
circumstances, where there is another legal basis for doing so. Information about staff 
which is also subject to a duty of confidence will not be published or disclosed unless 
there is an overriding public interest. 

4.2. Personal data relating to staff which is not special categories personal data, and which 
is not subject to a duty of confidence (for example in a whistleblowing situation), may 
be disclosed either on the Trust’s website or in response to a Freedom of Information 
& Environmental Information requests if there is a legitimate reason to do so and the 
disclosure would not cause any unwarranted prejudice to the individual’s concerned. 
Where these requirements are satisfied the Trust will only disclose the minimum 
amount of personal data necessary to satisfy the legitimate interest identified and will 
anonymise any information where this can be done while still satisfying that interest. 

4.3. In assessing whether there is a legitimate interest for disclosure the Trust will take into 
account: 

 The reasonable expectations of staff on the assumption that they have read this 
policy. The Trust recognises that staff in different roles will have different 
expectations of what information may be released about them. The 
expectations of front line senior staff dealing with the public on a daily basis, or 
of Directors, is likely to be very different from junior back office staff 

 The guidance issued by the Information Commissioner on “Requests for Personal 
Data about public authority employees” 

 The guidance issued by the Information Commissioner on release of personal 
data under Freedom of Information Act, Environmental information Regulations  

 The Freedom of Information Publication Scheme Definition Document for Health 
Bodies in England which defines information which should be routinely 
published in accordance with section 19 of FOIA 

 Whether the information relates to the individuals personal or public life 
 Whether the information is of a nature which indicates disclosure may cause 

harm embarrassment or prejudice (note this is only one factor and may not be 
the decisive one) 

 Whether the information is already in, or likely to be in, the public domain 
 NHS Transparency Requirements relating to clinician level data 

4.4. Disclosures of personal information will not be made in response to a request under 
FOIA or EIR if that would be a breach of the data protection principles, for example if it 
would be unfair to the employee. In deciding on fairness the trust will take into 
account employees’ rights to respect for their private and family life. 

4.5. Disclosures made under FOIA are disclosures to the world at large and may be 
available on the internet either on the Trust’s disclosure log or on websites such as 
“WhatDoTheyKnow”. As such information disclosed, including staff names (see 
below), will be retrievable by search engines such as Google. 

https://ico.org.uk/media/for-organisations/documents/1187/section_40_requests_for_personal_data_about_employees.pdf
https://ico.org.uk/media/for-organisations/documents/1187/section_40_requests_for_personal_data_about_employees.pdf
https://ico.org.uk/media/1213/personal-information-section-40-and-regulation-13-foia-and-eir-guidance.pdf
https://ico.org.uk/media/1213/personal-information-section-40-and-regulation-13-foia-and-eir-guidance.pdf
https://ico.org.uk/media/for-organisations/documents/1220/definition-document-health-bodies-in-england.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2000/36/section/19
http://www.northdevonhealth.nhs.uk/contact/foi/disclosure-log/
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/
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Information likely to be disclosed 

4.6. The Trust will normally inform staff before their personal data is disclosed or 
published, to meet the requirements of Article 5 – Principles relating to processing of 
personal data.  Any objections received will be considered but the decision on 
disclosure ultimately rests with the Trust. 

4.7. The diverse nature of the Trust’s operations and workforce make it impossible to 
specifically list which roles fall within List A or B below. In any case where there is a 
reasonable doubt about the reasonable expectations of an employee they will be 
advised of any proposed disclosure. 

4.8. For more senior staff and those with public facing roles information of the type in List 
A below is likely to be released without routinely informing staff about disclosure. For 
more junior staff particularly those with no public facing roles only information of the 
type in List B below is likely to be released without routinely informing staff about 
disclosure. The Trust considers that the publication, communication and dissemination 
of this policy constitutes appropriate notice in such cases. 

4.9. Employees should be aware that often there is much information published which 
could be associated with individuals even in the absence of an FOIA request. For 
example the actual salary band and responsibilities for most job roles are routinely 
made available, typically online, during the recruitment process 

List A 

Information likely to be disclosed about more senior staff and those with public facing roles 
without further notification 

 Names, job titles, and information relating to responsibilities  
 Routine information relating to staff named as above such as attendance at 

meetings or association with key published decisions 
 Information relating to other routine working activities, including 

communications, where it is clear from the context that there would be no 
reasonable expectation of privacy and no possibility of prejudice 

 Names of senior managers and medically qualified staff attending meetings with 
pharmaceutical companies and other medical suppliers  

 Responsibilities and work related biographical details of senior executives and 
Board members making strategic and operational decisions about Trust services. 
Biographical details which are not work related will only be published or 
disclosed with consent 

 Allowances and expenses paid to Board Members and to senior staff whose 
basic salary is at Band level 8D or equivalent and above. 

 Salary levels, in bands of £5000 (not the actual salary) 
 Trust Board Register of Interest 
 Information about vocational training or secondments undertaken whilst 

employed by, and at the expense of, the Trust 
 Business-related entries in office diaries or schedules 
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List B 

Information likely to be disclosed about more junior staff particularly those with no public 
facing roles without further notification 

 Anonymised salary levels or pay bands for the job level (not the actual salary) 
 Anonymised position in corporate structure, roles, duties and work related  
 Summaries of expense claims, amounts claimed by job title. Not details of 

specific claims 
 Information relating to other routine working activities, including 

communications but only where names and other identifying information can be 
suitably redacted 

 Email addresses and direct line phone numbers  

4.10. The Trust will not normally publish these, which are regarded as personal data under 
DPA, or disclose them in response to an FOIA or EIR requests save where staff have 
consented or have been made aware that for good business reasons their direct 
contact details need to be made public. While the Trust recognises that such 
disclosures are unlikely to breach the data protection principles, routine disclosure, 
particularly by providing lists or directories is likely to lead to disruption of  the Trust’s 
business and bypass the communication channels which have been set up and 
published. 

Information unlikely to be disclosed 

4.11. For more senior staff and those with public facing roles the following personal 
information will not normally be disclosed without consent. If in any particular case 
the Trust considers that a disclosure of such information is unlikely to breach the data 
protection principles the Trust will consult the employee before making a final 
decision. 

 Personal details obtained by Human Resources as part of the recruitment 
process, e.g. CVs, the content of job application forms, references, qualifications 
and work histories 

 Photographs and biographical information relating to staff whose role means 
they are not likely to be the subject of publicity, for example they do not 
represent the Trust at public events or to the media 

 Photographs maintained solely for security purposes of for internal staff galleries 
 Information which is not work related, for example personal financial details, 

accident book entries – and see paragraph 4.1 above 
 Details of personal development reviews and assessments, other staff interviews 

or disciplinary proceedings 
 Actual salaries and information about pension and other benefits 
 Home addresses, contact details, emergency contact, personal interests and 

other non work-related information 
 Details of non work-related examinations, qualifications or training undertaken 

whilst employed  by the Trust or previously 
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 Annual and flexi leave records or special leave 
 Private entries in office diaries or schedules e.g. medical / personal 

appointments 
 Any information disclosure of which  would, or would be likely to endanger the 

physical or mental health of any individual, or endanger the safety of any 
individual 

4.12. For other staff the following additional categories of personal information will not 
normally be disclosed without consent. If in any particular case the Trust considers 
that a disclosure of such information is unlikely to breach the data protection 
principles the Trust will consult the employee before making a final decision. 

 Names 
 Named position in structure, roles, duties, and work-related responsibilities 
 Vocational training or secondments undertaken whilst employed by the Trust 
 Qualifications even if relevant to carrying out Trust duties 

Article 18 of Data Protection Act 2018/GDPR 

4.13. The old Section 10 notice under the Data Protection Act 1998 has been superseded by 
Article 18 of the Data Protection 2018/GDPR.  This Article concerns the “individual 
right to restriction of processing”. 

1. The data subject shall have the right to obtain from the controller 
restriction of processing where one of the following applies: 
 
1. the accuracy of the personal data is contested by the data subject, 

for a period enabling the controller to verify the accuracy of the 
personal data; 

2. the processing is unlawful and the data subject opposes the 
erasure of the personal data and requests the restriction of their 
use instead; 

3. the controller no longer needs the personal data for the purposes 
of the processing, but they are required by the data subject for 
the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims; 

4. the data subject has objected to processing pursuant to Article 
21(1) pending the verification whether the legitimate grounds of 
the controller override those of the data subject. 
 

2. Where processing has been restricted under paragraph 1, such personal 
data shall, with the exception of storage, only be processed with the 
data subject’s consent or for the establishment, exercise or defence of 
legal claims or for the protection of the rights of another natural or 
legal person or for reasons of important public interest of the Union or 
of a Member State. 

3. A data subject who has obtained restriction of processing pursuant to 
paragraph 1 shall be informed by the controller before the restriction of 
processing is lifted. 

https://gdpr.eu/article-21-right-to-object
https://gdpr.eu/article-21-right-to-object
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How do we restrict processing? 

4.14. You need to have processes in place that enable you to restrict personal data if 
required. It is important to note that the definition of processing includes a broad 
range of operations including collection, structuring, dissemination and erasure of 
data. Therefore, you should use methods of restriction that are appropriate for the 
type of processing you are carrying out. 

The UK GDPR suggests a number of different methods that could be used to restrict 
data, such as: 

 temporarily moving the data to another processing system; 
 making the data unavailable to users; or 
 temporarily removing published data from a website. 

It is particularly important that you consider how you store personal data that you no 
longer need to process but the individual has requested you restrict (effectively 
requesting that you do not erase the data). 

If you are using an automated filing system, you need to use technical measures to 
ensure that any further processing cannot take place and that the data cannot be 
changed whilst the restriction is in place. You should also note on your system that the 
processing of this data has been restricted. 

Can we do anything with restricted data? 

You must not process the restricted data in any way except to store it unless: 

 you have the individual’s consent; 
 it is for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims; 
 it is for the protection of the rights of another person (natural or legal); or 
 it is for reasons of important public interest. 
 

Do we have to tell other organisations about the restriction of personal 
data? 

4.15. Yes. If you have disclosed the personal data in question to others, you must contact 
each recipient and inform them of the restriction of the personal data - unless this 
proves impossible or involves disproportionate effort. If asked to, you must also 
inform the individual about these recipients. 

The UK GDPR defines a recipient as a natural or legal person, public authority, agency 
or other body to which the personal data are disclosed. The definition includes 
controllers, processors and persons who, under the direct authority of the controller 
or processor, are authorised to process personal data. 
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 When can we lift the restriction? 

4.16. In many cases the restriction of processing is only temporary, specifically when the 
restriction is on the grounds that: 

 the individual has disputed the accuracy of the personal data and you are 
investigating this; or 

 the individual has objected to you processing their data on the basis that it is 
necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or the 
purposes of your legitimate interests, and you are considering whether your 
legitimate grounds override those of the individual. 

 Once you have made a decision on the accuracy of the data, or whether your 
legitimate grounds override those of the individual, you may decide to lift the 
restriction. 

If you do this, you must inform the individual before you lift the restriction 

Further Information 

4.17. If you have any questions regarding the interpretation of this policy or applicability to 
specific information or a FOIA request, or applicability to specific staff roles please 
contact Information Governance. 

5. Compliance and Effectiveness  

Standards / Key Performance Indicators 

5.1. Monitoring will be by exception. Any complaints by staff that personal information has 
been released unfairly will be investigated and in serious cases of breach may be 
reported under the Health Service serious incident procedures and / or to the 
Information Commissioner. Where non-compliance is identified, support and advice 
will be provided by Information Governance to improve practice. 

Approval and Dissemination 

5.2. The Policy will be reviewed and re-approved by the IG Steering Committee every three 
years  

5.3. Minor amendments and corrections between approvals may be made by the Head of 
IG (for example to reflect changes to legislation or national NHS requirements) subject 
to such consultation as may be appropriate will be published and reported to the 
Steering Committee at the first available opportunity. 

5.4. The policy will be published on the Intranet. Staff will be notified by a combination of 
methods including email, the Intranet home and news pages and the Chief Executive’s 
bulletin. 

mailto:ndht.informationgovernance@nhs.net
mailto:ndht.informationgovernance@nhs.net
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6. Equality Impact Assessment   

Group 
Positive 
Impact 

Negative 
Impact 

No 
Impact 

Comment 

Age   X  

Disability   X  

Gender   X  

Gender Reassignment   X  

Human Rights (rights to 
privacy, dignity, liberty 
and non-degrading 
treatment), marriage 
and civil partnership 

X   Applicable to all 
under Human Rights 
Legislation 

Pregnancy   X  

Maternity and 
Breastfeeding 

  X  

Race (ethnic origin)   X  

Religion (or belief)   X  

Sexual Orientation   X  

 

7. Associated Documentation  

 Freedom of Information Policy and Freedom of Information Request 
Processing Procedure 

 Data Protection Policy 
 Confidentiality Policy 
 Information Governance Policy 

8. References 

 Data Protection Act 2018/GDPR 
 ICO Guidance on Release of personal data under Freedom of Information 
 ICO Guidance on  Requests for Personal Data about public authority employees 
 Confidentiality: NHS Code of Practice 2003 
 Freedom of Information Act 2000 
 Environmental Information Regulations 2004 
 Publication Scheme Definition Document for Health Bodies in England 

http://ndht.ndevon.swest.nhs.uk/policies/?p=180
https://ndht.ndevon.swest.nhs.uk/freedom-of-information-request-processing-procedure/
https://ndht.ndevon.swest.nhs.uk/freedom-of-information-request-processing-procedure/
http://ndht.ndevon.swest.nhs.uk/policies/?p=7224
https://ndht.ndevon.swest.nhs.uk/confidentiality-policy/
http://ndht.ndevon.swest.nhs.uk/policies/?p=206
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1998/29/contents
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1998/29/contents
https://ico.org.uk/media/1213/personal-information-section-40-and-regulation-13-foia-and-eir-guidance.pdf
https://ico.org.uk/media/for-organisations/documents/1187/section_40_requests_for_personal_data_about_employees.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/200146/Confidentiality_-_NHS_Code_of_Practice.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2000/36/contents
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2004/3391/contents/made
https://ico.org.uk/media/for-organisations/documents/1220/definition-document-health-bodies-in-england.pdf

